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1. Problem Statement

The internet has only one level of mapping from
name to address, that is provided by DNS. Further more,
the DNS is a hierarchical system. Both of these prop-
erties of DNS are limiting the flexibility of the Internet.
Specific limitations are in the areas of service and data
migration, mobility and multihoming, and inclusion of
middleboxes in the Internet architecture.

In the modern context of web applications (as of
2012) , smart phones and virtualization, DNS is having
a hard time keeping up with the demands of the net-
work users. Moreover, the domain name is still loosely
associated with a node, a service, a resource and a per-
son too. Any proper naming scheme for Internet must
clearly define the names and addresses for a node, a ser-
vice, a resource and a person (if need be).

Another evolutionary characteristic of modern net-
works (as of 2012) is the existence of middleboxes
like NATs, application-level gateways (ALGs), reverse
proxies (load balancers like Yahoo Traffic Server), spam
filters for emails. The middleboxes have become en-
trenched in the networks initially for the paucity of ad-
dresses and eventually for application-specific reasons.
Any proposed naming scheme must have a provision to
represent the middleboxes in the path between a source
and a destination.

2. Previous Attempts

Significant efforts in the field constituted improv-
ing the DNS itself. People tried to add redirection in the
DNS using the options CNAME and DNAME [2][3].
The CNAME option of the DNS allows alias for a do-
main name; the DNAME redirects one part of the DNS
tree to another part of the DNS tree. Still the problem
can not be solved with one level of mapping between a
domain name and a network address.

Another significant work in the context of names-
pace is the Semantic Free References [5]. The SFR
clearly explains the ills of introducing hierarchical or

other semantics into name spaces. One difficulty with
the SFRs is the lookup; Without the hierarchy, the stor-
age and retrieval of names and bindings will not follow
the neat hierarchical structure of the DNS. However, the
DHT - Distributed Hash Table - neatly fits into the SFR
lookup requirement. DHT implements flat namespace
and is heavily used in P2P systems like BitTorrent. One
significant disadvantage of DHT is the query lookup
time which is of the order of O(logn), which is worse
than the DNS lookup time. The caching techniques can
be used to reduce the average query lookup time.

The protocols such as HIP - Host Identity
Protocol[4] - correctly observed the problems of tightly
coupled transport and network layers. The HIP protocol
authors correctly point out the dual use of IP address,
one as address and the other as location. The HIP pro-
tocol suggests a new name called Host Identity (HI) to
identify the network name for an end-point. The HI is
to be used by the higher-layers and will ultimately be
resolved into location (IP address). The HIP uses DNS
to store the HI information.

3. Basic Assumptions

1. Existence of a satisfactory mapping (binding) ser-
vice from user level requirements/descriptions to
service identifiers.
The users already struggle search for the right URL
given then requirement (Ex: find a good restaurant
in Vasco). The proposal requires that users do the
same for all their service requirements on the In-
ternet / WWW. The authors hypothecate the im-
plementation of a directory service whose details
have not been discussed.

2. Existence/Adoption of resolution service providers
(RSPs)
The flat name scheme suggested requires imple-
mentation of trust-worthy resolvers who can pro-
vide DHT resolutions. The question of secure and
dynamic updates to these distributed DHT resolu-



tion providers is still open. The network adminis-
trators still struggle to provide secure and dynamic
updates to DNS which is more hierarchical.

4. Problem Solution

The authors[1] put forth design principles of an
ideal namespace for the Internet. The principles are:

1. Two additional sets of names
Names should bind protocols only to the relevant
aspects of the underlying structure; binding proto-
cols to irrelevant details unnecessarily limits flexi-
bility and functionality.

If we elaborate the principle to the layered archi-
tecture such as Internet, each layer of the layered
architecture gets one name. Thus, the user begins
with a User Level Description (ULD) / User IDen-
tifier (UID); the application layer ends up with Ser-
vice IDentifier (SID); the transport layer ends up
with Endpoint IDentifier (EID). The resolution ar-
chitecture must provide support for UID → SID →
EID → IP bindings. The bindings themselves can
be per packet, per flow or per service.

2. Flat namespace
Names, if they are to be persistent, should not
impose arbitrary restrictions on the elements to
which they refer.

Hierarchical names like URIs refer to both re-
sources, services and nodes. Once data or ser-
vice modes, the old URI must be redirected, or
else the old URI becomes invalid. The flat names-
pace solves the problem by generating a name for
a resource independent of its present location and
node. The consequence is that hierarchical delega-
tion policies used in DNS can not be used. How-
ever, the application developers have experience
building name lookups in flat namespace using
DHT. The authors propose DHT-based techniques
for name lookup.

3. Architecture support for delegation
A network entity should be able to direct resolu-
tions of its name not only to its own location, but
also to the locations or names of chosen delegates.
Delegation is illustrated in the figure 1. The dele-

gation allows both source and destination nodes to
specify the intermediate nodes in the conversion.
The feature is akin to source-specified routing, ex-
cept that in delegation the intermediate nodes can
perform policy, security and conversion functions.

4. Name to path transformation
Destinations, as specified by sources and also by

Figure 1. The delegation concept used to map EID
to different IP addresses

the resolution of SIDs and EIDs, should be gener-
alizable to sequences of destinations.

The general principle of routing is the resolution of
path for a given name. In the Internet, the routing
is done at the network layer; the authors suggest
that the routing function be implemented at the ap-
plication and transport layers as well.

5. Advantages of the Solution

1. Data/resources and services become first class cit-
izens on the Internet. They become accessible di-
rectly through ULDs/SIDs.
Even as the data or the service migrate, they are
continuously available to the users without disrup-
tion.

2. Migration of data and services become transparent
and easy.

3. Incorporation of middleboxes is natural in the pro-
posed naming hierarchy. The middleboxes become
visible to both the end-points of the communica-
tion.
The architectural problems introduced by middle-
boxes such as NATs can be overcome with the
proposed solution. Furthermore, the implementa-
tion of Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) using
ICAP and EDGE protocols is natural in the pro-
posed naming scheme.

4. Mobility is a very natural in this scheme and does
not require any extra support from the internet-
working layer. Mobility in the present architecture
requires network layer routing overheads. The ex-
isting TCP also requires modifications to work in
mobile nodes. With the implementation of EID,
the transport layer only binds to EIDs, not to IP



Figure 2. Name resolution across multiple layers in
the proposed namespace

addresses. Thus network mobility itself becomes
transparent to the transport layer.

6. Disadvantages of the Solution

1. Undecipherable names
The proposal of flat namespace like SFR requires
undecipherable resource names. The usage of un-
decipheral resource names is unprecedented on the
Internet scale.

2. Multiple name resolutions before the beginning of
a communication.
Prior studies indicate significant user frustration
for late loading of web pages. The significant part
of the initial delay was attributed to DNS resolu-
tion delay. The resolution in the flat namespace, if
not implemented correctly, will increase the initial
delay. The need for multiple name resolutions is
illustrated in figure 2.

3. Lack of alternative implementations.
At present the proposal are yet to be implemented
by an alternative group of practicioners. Thus they
are not fit to be described as solid RFC experimen-
tal track.

4. Significant modifications to network, transport
and application layer protocols.
This issue is a major barrier to the widespread
adoption of the proposal. The proposal requires
shim resolution layers in the application and trans-
port layers. Apart from these two shim layers,
the users also require directory service to provide
mapping from UIDs to SIDs. The transport and
application protocols must be modified to deal
with SIDs instead of ports.

5. Competition with well-entrenched DNS.
The proposal with so many unproven features is
competing with a well entrenched directory ser-
vice such as DNS.

6. Indirectly introduces routing at application and
transport layers.
The Internet does not perform application and
transport layer routing on a wide scale. Experience
may suggest this to be a costly effort.

7. Major Contributions of the Paper

The authors brings together the new technical con-
cepts such as DHT, flat namespace, indirection, hierar-
chical delegation and name to path resolution. These
concepts are condensed into four architectural princi-
ples for the name space for the Internet. The authors
share their experiences in implementing these concepts
in other demonstration software packages.

8. Possible Extensions

The concepts and the framework discussed by the
authors is not widely available on the Internet. The log-
ical next step is to provide a scalable implementation
of the ideas and make them available as software pack-
ages on the WWW. Another possible direction of future
work is to develop and standardize the protocols for the
resolvers.
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